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Key Judgments 
llffurmation availabl~ 
as qf I Ju/_1· /988 
"-"a.S t~ud In this report. 

Soviet Reusable Space Systems 
Program: Implications for 
Space Operations in the_l990! 

I 
' 

The Soviets arc developing at least one, and possibly two, reusable space 
systems. The space shuttle, crucial to future manned space station 
operations, is in the final phases of ground support and atmospheric testing. 
The initial launch of an unmanned shuttle is expected later this year. The 
Soviets also have examined the feasibility of a spaccplane similar to the US 
Dyna-Soar, but its current status is not clear. Although the shuttle and 
spaceplane may be parts of the same general program, an examination of 
their respective capabilities indicates that they are designed to perform 
different but complementary missions • ..,. 

We judge the primary mission of the Soviet shuttle will be to provide 
logistic support to future manned space stations. This appears to be the 
only mission that would justify the resource commitment required for its 
development. The configuration of the shuttle-an orbiter and separate 
launch vehicle--is well suited to a "space truck" to supplement or replace 
current Soyuz TM and Progress spacecraft, particularly in the r.eturn of 
materials or even specialized research modules. Other missions are likely to 
include retrieval and repair of malfunctioning spacecraft and the subtle 
deployment of high-value military satellites · -"f" 

The Soviet shuttle orbiter, like its US counterpart, could be used as a 
reusable launch vehicle to deploy satellites, but its design suggests this 
probably will not be one of its major missions. The extensive assortment of 
Soviet expendable launch vehicles provides a more cost-effective means to 
launch spacecraft C 

. · :J the Soviet shuttle is not in-
tended t0 replace expendable launch vehicles within at least the next 
decade~ -

The Soviets have examined a number of possible. missions and configura
tions for a spaceplane and have conducted a series of orbital and suborbital 
tests of a subscale vehicle that is seemingly related to development of a 
spaceplanc. The characteristics of the subscale vehicle suggest that a 
spaceplanc would be better suited than the shuttle to perform most 
potential military missions. A spaccplane's maneuvering capabilities, both 
in space and in the atmosphere, appear optimized for reconnaissance and 
space combat roles-satellite inspection. antisatellite operations, and space 
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The shuttle orbiter and spaceplane probably would be developed by the 
same design bureaus and production facilities, and we judge that resource 
constraints probably played a major role in the decision not to complete 
these two expensive programs simultaneously. Because the Soviets have a 
more urgent requirement for a shuttle, they may have elected to slow down 
the spaceplane's development. The requirement for timely reconnaissance 
now can be largely fulfilled by a number of unmanned satellites. The other 
prospective missions of a spaccplane will become increasingly impartant, 
however, if the United States proceeds with the deployment of a space
based strategic defense system. Soviet efforts to curtail US antisatellite 
programs also probably infiue'nced decisions on full-scale development 
testing of the spaceplane. Specifically, its appearance would have under
mined SovieLUei!Ofiating positions that sought to restrict "close approach" 
to satellites 

CJ Follo~ing two or three successful launches, in all .likelihood, tl;e 
shuttle will be operational. Progress on the spaceplane is less clear. Early 
research work and data gathered from flights of the subscale vehicle should 
reduce the leadtime required to develop an operational spaccplane if the 
decision has been made to proceed. Completion of the shuttle program also 
may provide additional skilled manpower for the project. Should the 
Soviets remain committed to the development of a spaccplane, the 
combination of high development cost and current antisatellite concerns, 
including their self-imposed moratorium, mav _kee" •his program at its 
current low level at least into the early 1990 
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Scope Note The addition of reusable spacecraft to the current fleet of Soviet space 
systems will provide Moscow with new space capabilities with potentially 
important economic, political, and military benefits. This paper compares 
potential application~ C. 

::J with the assessed technical characteristics and capabilities to 
explain the possible Soviet requirements that generated the observed 
research efforts 
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Figure l 
Soviet Reusable Space Systems and Their Launch Vehicles 
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Soviet Reusable Space Systems 
Program: Implications for 
Space Operations in the 1990s 

Althoueh the Soviets erected the initial tests of the 
US Space Transportation System (STS) with derision 
and labeled it an expensive waste that they would not 
repeat, they also expressed concern over its ability to 
support military missions and souf:ht to negotiate 
limits on its activities. This approach suggested that, 
despite their critical pronouncements, they were wcli 
aware of th,£.POtential benefits of such systems. 
Moreover,l • ·· 

·- ·· · :J. during this same period the 
Soviets were ucawv,.. ... g their own reusable space 
systems. This effort is embodied in a major pro'gram 
to develop at least one, and possibly two, reusable 
systems: a space shuttle with the same general capa
bilities as the US STS and, possibly, a spaccplane 
with many of the characteristics of the US Dynil§oar 
designs of the early 1960s (sec figure 1) -

Early Soriet Interest in Reusable Systems 

The Soviets started examining reusable space system 
concepts shortly after the beginning of the "space 
aee. •· In 196~ Art em Mikoyan, one of the two chief 
designers of the MIG-series aircraft, publicly pro
claimed the need for a kosmoltt (spaccplane) to 
provide the Soviet Air Forces with an operational 
capability in space. This view was expanded in subse
quent articles. One author, for example, stated that 
such a system could be used to conduct bombing, 
reconnaissance, and antisatcllite operations from 
space. He went on to write that to accomplish such 
missions, the vehicle would need t~ be able to perform 
lar~:e orbital inclination change: 

C . _ .=:;Jalthough initial 
gnvernment reaction to the Mikoyan proposal was less 
than enthusiastic, studies on the feasibility of a 
reusable space system were conducted at the Moscow 
Aviation Institute during the mid-to-late 1960s. The 
idea for this system, called a rakttoplan by the 
Soviets, apparently had been taken specifically from 

the US Dyna-Soar program. 'tC- ~ ..:::) by 
1969 the program to develop a military oro•ta• atr
craft had progressed "beyQ!Jd the study phase" to the 
early research stage -

DuriRf: the early 1970s, the Soviets apparently began 
investigating the feasibility of a larger .reusable space 
vehicle along the lines of the US Space Transporta
tion System. Their interest in a shuttle probably 
evolved from a decision to emphasize manned space 
stations in low-Earth orbit with the eventual e:oal of 
establishing a permanent space-based complex. (See 
appendix A for additional details.) Initially, the Sovi
ets were able to compensate for the lack of a heavy 
booster by using existing boosters to launch modules 
that were assembled in space to construct space 
stations. Lon~:-term goals for a permanently manned 
space complex, however, required the development of 
two additional elements-a heavy-lift booster to 
launch the larger segments that would be required for 
a space base ancl a means to return large volumes of 
materia 

Two scientific industrial associations (NPOs) were 
created in the early or middle 1970s to manage the 
development of the new support vehicles required for 
future manned space stations. NPO Encrgiya was 
established to consolidate resources for developing a 
heavy-lift launch vehicle, which the Intelligence Com
munity has designated the SL-X-17. NPO Encrgiya 
incorporated, for the first time, the services of two 
major booster design bureaus. The Utkin bureau 
designed the strap-on boosters, while the Glushl<o 
bureau developed the la~ce central propulsion module 
and probably was responsible for the integration of 
the complete launch vehicle. NPO Molniya. with 
resources from the Mikoyan and Bereznyak aircraft 

'T~ Dyna.-Soar system was lO have consisted of two major 
components:: An expendable laeonchr.r b1scd on the Titan ICRM l.od 
a rcus.a.blc orbiter. the X-2· 



On~ Program or Twol 

"=:I [ . - -, 
r- tht small a~~oaynamtc v~hicle or subrc'alt 

' lypac~ptant. which has bun highly publiciud in th~ 
Westun press, is only a test vehicle used to gather 
aerodynamic. aerothermal. and materials data for 
the largu shuttle orbiter. C 

·__:::) The timing of the sp!!!:!fight_s. 
/or cxampl~. is consistent witl:f:" ;J 
· j.1n the d~velopm~nt of protective matenat. J"' ,,.c 
..... ale orbiter! · 

_j Furthermou, the smalltr 
vehicle may have been used for tests of auothermal 
materials becauu a prderrd subscale orbiter and its 
more complex computer and attitude control systems 
could not be developed in time r J 
[ _jThe-
Soviet shuttle is supported by sevual dedicated 
support facilities that were bu;/t year.< bdore the 
expected first shullle launch -

Several factors, however, suggest that- the smaller 
vehicle is part of an independent spaceplane devel
opment dfort even though it may have been used to 
conduct basic uuarch in areas that would be 
applicable to both a shuttle and a spaaplane. First. 
the shape of the subscalt vebiJ:i_'e e( d r- _J}r;m;,bles earr;i;S 
~g bodies mort closely than it does the shuule 

orbiter. With its uniqu~ shape. the subscale space
plane would not b~ optimiud for testing th~ shuu/~ 
orbiter design ~en though It could ha~ been used to 
test materials. Second. assessmMts hJ: NASA engi
neers indicate that a signf/icant dfort would be 
uquircd to design a vehicle with the aerodynamic 
stability characteristics demonstrated by the subscale 
test vchick Such an elaborate design is not required 
for a test vehicle to collect data/or limited aspects of 
orbiter performance. Third. tests are continuing even 
though the Soviet shuttle orbiter collfiguration has 
been/ipaliud and several orbiters have been pro
duced. Moreover. both orbital tlnd suborbitalf{ig_hts 
probably would not be required if the subscalc vehicle 
were designed only to test shuttlc·materials. Subor
bital/lights would provide similar data on reentry 
and atmospheric f!_ight e_nd arc much less complicat
ed logistical/ _ 

Thue are at least two possible explanations for the 
contradiction bttwcuC ..:J.md analysis 
indicating there are two separate programs: the spa
ceplane program has bun curtailed. or · did not 
know of its existence. The Soviets. for example. 
re[uud to acknowledge the existence of their shuttle 
program. despite considerable evidence that there was 
one, until early /987 just prior to the launch of the 
Energiya booster. lf the_!!!!ceplane is a c/assifiecf__ 
~y project, many j __j 
L _ .-Jwould be unaware of its true 

mtssion. It wouTlHrot be unusual fo;- L 
~ to be unaware of all details 

associated with a military spaap/ane prQgram given 
the comoarr,.entalization of Soviet programs in 
genera( 



design bureaus, was created to desi!:n and develop the 
reusable spacccrartC· · - -

Juring the mid-1970s, the Mil::oyan ~nL 
ocrcznyaK acsign bureaus were developing both a 
small and a large reusable vehicle at a plant in the 
Tushino area of Moscow-I· - l 
[ 1hat the small vehicle prob~ 
was a httinc:-l>olffVC'hicte much like earlier US 
lifting-body research vehicles, while the large vehicle 
~a shtUtlc orbiter similar to the US STS orbiter. 

Sorict Missions for Reusable Space Systems 

and that the development of new large orbital stations 
is under way. He noted that the reusable transporta· 
tion system was intended to worl:: with these future 
manned complexes. A 1986 publication, Kosmonov
tika SSSR, depicted a shuttle-type spacecraft in the 
vicinity of a laree multipart space station (sec fi~:urc 
2; ,. -

As an interim step on the way to such a space base, 
the Soviets in 1986 launched a new station called Mir 
that has multiple dod::ine: ports and is the first 
permanently manned space station.' The Mir station 
reportedly will serve as the core vehicle for a series of 
modules for missions such as astrophysics, remote 
sensing, biol~ical research, and materials processing. 
The process in~: of materials in space is often discussed 

Soviet military and scientific writings, public and in open Soviet literature, and a number of Soviet 
private statements by various Soviet officials, and[ ]statements have stressed the importance of manned 
analysis of the vehicles' technical characteristics idcn· orbiting laboratories and the economic benefits from 
tify four potential missions for reusable space systems: "factories" in space (see inset). Some of the materials 

Support to manned space stations. prOduced in these complexes, such as crystals, prcci-
• Launch vehicles for satellites. sion ball bcarine:s. and exotic metals, also have sie:nifi-
• Retrieval and repair of disabled satellites. cant military applications that would be important to 
• Military operations, including intelligence collection the Soviets. To accomplish this goal, !v(archuk stated 

and space warfare. that the Soviets would require a cost-effective cargo 
An examination of the respective capabilities of the vchide to ferry heavy materials to and from the 
spaccplanc and shuttle indicate£. Jhatthe two station as well as to "ma\::e the cosmonauts' home· 
systerQ.WiU.li};cly to perform complementary mis- comint from space more comfortable.' 

siom 

Shuttle Missions 
Spaa Station Support. Soviet officials have slated 
that support to the manned space program will be one 
of the primary missions for their shuttle orbiter. 
Analysis of these statements and current Soviet space 
station operatiom indicates that the shuttle is likely to 
be used for: 

Soft-landing recovery of large payloads, including 
sensitive test C{luipment. materials, and possibly the 
entire modules from Mir and future space-based 
stations. 
Crew ferry and resupply missions currently carried 
out with the Soyuz TM and Pro~ress space vehicles. 
Orbital construction of large space structures. 

In an interview with TASS, for example. Guriy 
Marchul:, president of the USSR Academy of Sci
ences. 'tatcd that the Soviets regard "manned orbital 
complexes as the main dirccli<>n" in space exploration 

In November 1987, Olcg Gaz:cnl:o, director of the 
Institute of Biomedical Problems in Moscow, elabo
rated on the shuttle's function. He claimed that the 
real limitation on the usc of Mir and, in the future, 
the biological{ medical laboratory module is the So
viets' ability to return materials to Earth. but that 
once the space shuttle is operational these limitations 
will no longer exist. The orbiter can return approxi
mately 15,000 kilograms of carco. In contrast, the 
Soyuz TM spacecraft now used with Mir is capable of 
relurninc only about 250 to 500 kilograms of materi
al, an amount sufficient to support the basic research 

[ J 
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Marcltuk 's Stau:m~nt on Space Production 

Guriy Marchuk's inurvi~w with TASS following the 
/irs/ SL-X-17 launch lnclud(d thes( staUments on 
th~ industrial poUntial of spau complexes: 

The new tasks of industrialization in n(ar
Earth space mak~ significantly gr(aftr de
mands on spac~ transportation systems as it has 
become essential to increas( freight flows to 
space, cut n(t transportation costs, further in
crease the margin of safety, b( abl~ to bring 
heavy payloads back to Earth, and make cos
monauts' homecoming from space more 
comfortable . .•. 

The use of th~ multipurpose Energiya booster 
rocket wi/1 ~nab(~ us to broad(n substantially 
work/or the peacdul ~xploration of ouur 
space, including the putting of h(avy communi
cations satellites into gl'ostationary orbit, the 
launching of automatic interplanetary stations 
into deep space and toward the Sun, the assem
bly of versa til( orbital comp((US consisting of 
large modules and structural dements, and the 
placement of experimental solar power plants in 
oi-'bit with a widt! aua af solar-ull battuits for 
use in space production. So, a prospect opens up 
for the industrialization of the near-Earth 
space. However, Wt! do not intend to give up 
rt!lioble booster rockt!ts that have acquitled 
themselves well and "that we shall continue to 
use in the future as well for the transportation 
of cargoes into outer space . ... 

An optimum combination of booster rockets of 
various classes, spaceships, inurorbital tugs. 
and other space t~chnology will make it possi
ble to create a high-performance Earth-space
Earth transportation line, which is an objective 
nece.rsity fqr thr. frmher devdopmcnt of cos
monauticS. 

currently being conducted but probably inadequate 
for most manufacturing applications. Moreover, the 
capsule has little additional volume available for 
consistent return of materials. Current experiments 
aboard Mir may mark the bqinning of the transition 
from basic research on materials processing to actual 
production. Cosmonauts already aboard the station 
would be available to perform the periodic servicing 
required, and the shuttle can safely return a reason
able volume of delicate materials or even~omplete 
modules for refurbishment, if necessary 

The ability to return hardware and data from covert 
military experiments performed aboard the space 
stations, without possibility of intercept, also probably 
is attractive to Soviet military researchers. Such 
research performed aboard future stations is likely to 
involve larger and more complc:Jt equipment, including 
actual components or subsystems that would be more 
easily concealed within the orbiter's cargo ba 

The shuttle orbiter also can provide efficient crew 
rotation and cargo transportation to the large space 
stations apparently envisioned by the Soviets. The 
Soyuz TM ferry vehicle, which can carry only three 
cosmonauts, is adequate for the small crew changes 
required by current operations, but a more efficient 
vehicle will be required to support the I 0- to 20-man 
s.nace st:ili_ons that are often mentioned by the Soviets. 

In addition to crew ferry and resupply missions, the 
shuttle will probably have a role in the construction of 
the future space base mentioned by Marchuk or any 
similar large structures consisting of numerous mod
ules. The modules themselves would most likely be 
launched by expendable boosters such as the SL-13 
and the SL-X-17, but the·larfe solar panels, eirders, 
and other structunil components necessary to trans
form the modules into an operational complex could 
be carried in the orbiter's cargo bay. The shuttle 
cosmonaut< wo.uld also be available to aid in the 
assembl: 



Figure 3 
A Comparison of lhe US and Soviel Space Shullle Syslems 
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Space Launch Vehicle. The Soviet shullle orbiter. like 
its US counterpart. could be used as a reusable 
satellite launch vehicle, but this probably is not one of 
its primary missions. The extensive assortment of 
Soviet expendable launch vehicles can provide more 
cost-effective launch services than the shuttle. The 
Soviets recently improved their ability to use expei\Q· 
able launchers r . 

_j T.D· 
gether these measures more than double the potential 
production ~nrllaunch-rate capability for the Proton 
system 

The Soviet shuttle's configuration suggests that it was 
not designed primarily as a launch vehicle.' Unlike its 
US counterpart, the Soviet shuttle consists of two 
major subsystems-the orbiter and the SL-X-17 
booster (see figure 3). By locating the main rocket 
engines on the core rather than the orbiter, the Soviets 
have designed a heavy-lift booster that can be used 
withoht the orbiter to orbit payloads weighing up to 
120,000 kg. The addition of the orbiter dramatically 
reduces this payload capacity-probably to about 
one-fourth that of the SL-X-17 alone-and increases 
the total launch cost as well. The diversity of opera
tional orbits employed by the Soviets may also rcqu ire 
additional kick stages, tugs, or propulsion modules, 
increasing mission complexity. Figure 4 presents the 
estimated cost per kilogram of putting a payload in 
orbit using the SL-X-17, with and without the orbiter. 
It indicates that expendable launch vehicles, including 
the SL-16, provide a mor" cost-•ffective means to 
launch Soviet spacecraft. 

c 

The Soviets may look to their shuttle, however, as a 
part of their attempt to break into the Western 
commercial space launch market. They are currently 
seeking entry into the market with a fleet of seven 
expendable launch vehicles and appear to be optimis· 
tic about their chances for acquiring some Western 
clients. Moscow, however, probably would be stymied 
in any effort to market the shuttle as a launch vehicle 
in the ncar term. Many payloads that were originally 
configured for launch by the US STS have already 
~een modified for launch aboard exDCndable ~ 

r- _j . . . . -..-lh L . Prospects lor wmntng chents 1n t e 
1990s arc equally tenuous. Demand for new launches 
will probably taper off, with customers facing an 
oversupply of satellite capacity in orbit. According to 
forecasts by aerospace industry experts, Moscow is 
unlikely to see a resurgence in business for 11UJncp 
vehicles until at least the end of the centur 

Satellite Retrieval and Repair. Usc of the orbiter for 
retrieval and in-orbit repair of malfunctioning satel
lites could reduce the cost of Soviet space operations, 
but only if combined with other orbiter missions. 
Soviet satdlitcs historically have had relatively short 
operational lifetimes, often because of premature fail· 
urc of electronic components. The ability to replace 
major components aboard the orbiter or at a manned 
space base, without having to return the satellite to 
earth, could reduce the annual launch-rate require
ment-currently 90 to II 0 satellites per year-and 
provide considerable savings in the associated launch 
costs. Further savings could be realized from the 
corrcsJYln<l;"~ reduction in spacecraft manufacturing 

cost' 

Comments in Soviet open literature on the USSR's 
planned capability to retriev·e disabled satellites and 
return them either to near-Earth orbit or to Earth for 
repair imply that the Soviets are also developing an 
unmanned orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicle or space tug 
to work in concert with their space shuttle. A space 
tug, similar to the US Inertial Upper Stage, would be 



Figure 4 
Estimated Cost of Putting a Payload in Near-Earth Orbit 
With Selected So\·iel Launch Vehicles 
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Figure 5 
Suitability of Suviet Reusable Spacecrafl for Various Missions 
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required to place many shuttle-launched satellites into 
their operational orbits and to transfer malfunctioning 
satellites between high and low orbits for servicing. 
Several Soviet statements, however, have indicated 
that a space tug will be used to assemble large space 
stations, solar power stations, and other large struc
tures in space, suggesting that several variants of an 
orbital transfer vehicle may be planned, possibly 
including versions that arc launched by cxpen~lc 
launch vehicles rather than the shuttle orbite1. 

Milit11ry Operations. The shuttle's lack of orbital 
maneuverability and the time required for prdaunch 
checkout limit its usefulness for most potential intelli
gence collection and combat missions. If the Soviets 
believe they can continue to portray. their mann,ed 
space program as nonmilitary and hope to usc their 
shuttle for commercial launch services, the orbiter is 
more likely to be restricted initially to covert military 
research similar to that currently performed aboard 
Soviet manned space stations under the guise of 
"peaceful exploration of outer space." Unlike expend
able launch vehicles, the shuttle also could be used to 
deploy certain military satellites in order to make 
initial detection and identification more difficult. 

J 
Spaceplane Missions 

J r _j A vehicle of this size could carry a 

[ "' "' '" roo, .;,, • •moll omoo" "' <""[] 

r 
L 

The payload compartment on such a vehicle would be 
big enough to accomrnO'lalE-~«nall camera or some 
other sensor syste:'l'l~ 

II 

We estimate that a full-scale spaccplane will have the 
ability to change the plane of its orbit by up to IS 
degrees or change its orbital altitude by about 4,200 
km usin~ p~rely prop~lsive maneuvers. C J 
[ _.!Synergetic plane changes, which use 
the aerodynamic shape of the vehicle to increase its 
ability for changing the plane of its orbit, may also be 
possible with the spaceplanc but appear to only 
marginally increase in-orbit performance. The space
plane's aerodynamic configuration, while not required 
for space operations, dramatically improves its perfor
mance within the atmosphere. Maneuver capability in 
the atmosphere would be critical to a spaceplane's 
ability to return to selected militai-y airfields. We 
estimate that. after reentering the atmosphere, the 
spaceplane could perform a crossrange maneuver of 
up to 2,400 km, providing many additional opportuni
ties ea<ili.Jiay to return to a designated Iandin~: site. 

Military Oper11tions. Unlike the shuttle, a space
plane's maneuvering capability, both in space and 
within the atmosphere, could provide the Soviet Air 
Forces with a highly maneuverable, manned space
craft to conduct military operations. The missions 
most often discussed for r.:.usable spacecrafl C 

::)tre direct combat support 
an<l space wart are. An arllct<C 

..J referred to a 
coutomc<l ··reconnaissance-strike" mission in which a 
manned spacecraft would conduct both targeting and 
subsequent destruction of critical targets-an ideal 
mission for a winged spacecraft because it would take 
advantage of the vehicle's unique ability to maneuver 
within the atmosphere. A spaceplane launched from 
the ground or, possibly, from a space station, also 
could be used: 

• As a rapid reaction reconnaissance vehicle to aug
ment current reconnaissance systems and to overtly 
specific areas during crisis or conflict before a 
conventional satellite's orbit would pass over that 
targct.C _] 



[ 
• To more accurately identify foreien space objects 

and to assess their threat to Soviet systems by 
·maneuvering close to an unidentified spacecraft and 
scannine it with a variety of sensors. 

• For antisatellite missionS aeainst selected US satel
lites. The5paccplane currently would have limited 
usc in this role because of the small number of US 
satellites in the near-Earth orbits that can be 
reached by a spaccplane, but it could be a useful 
adjunct to other antisatcllitc (ASA n systems, par
ticularly aeainst a maneuvering spacecraft. 

• For space station defense 

Space Station Support_ A spaccplane also has some 
capability to support space station operations. Even 
though a full-scale spaceplane would have only 500 to 
I ,000 kiloerarns of return careo capacity, it could be 
useful for rapid return of high-priority cargo. lt also 
could provide the Soviets with a means to support 
crew transfers in emergency situations. A spaccplane, 
for example, can be launched within hours rather than 
the several days it takes to prepare and launch a 
Soyuz capsule and the weeks that would be required 
for the shuttle. Moreover, with its large crossrange 
maneuver capability, the spaceplane would have nu
merous opportun;ti~;• to land at a preselected location 
after a rescu~ 

Program Prospects 

The Shuttle System 
The Soviet shuttle development proeram appears to 
be paced by the evolving complexity of Soviet space 
operations rather than a deficiency in Soviet technol
ogy. Current space station operations can be ade
quately supported by the existing fleet of supply and 
ferry vehicles at least until the early 1990s. The 
materials-proycssing module most often mentioned by 

the Soviets as requiring the shuttle is not likely to be 
launched before 1989 and will not be in full operation 
immediately. Soviet launch needs also can be met 
with the USSR's fleet of expcndabl~ boosters -

Over the past decade the Soviets have made steady 

pro~ress ~ith th_eir s~uttle pro~~~·C .:J 
-

- -

L jWe estimate that ;he Soviets will have-fo_u_r _ _... 
opera t10nal orbiters by the early 1990,; >nd possibly as 
many as sil( by the late 1990! 

Recent press reporting, including statements by Sovi
et officials, indicates that preparati0115 for the first 
launch of the Soviet shuttle are nearing completion 
and that the first launch may occur later this year. 
C.. ::J suggests that the first launch attempt 
will be unmanned if the Soviets can resolve problems 
with the automatic tracking and landing system. 
Although the SL-X-17 performed successfully on its 
maiden flight in May 1987. the first few launches of 
any new booster involve considerable risk. An un· 
manned launch would avoid risking a crew that may 
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~e Spaceplane 

regress on the spaccplanc docs not appear to have 
~en as steady, and we arc uncertain about its status. 
paceplanc research and development may have be
un as _<=arly as 1976 C J 
l~ing moved into space in 1980 ~h a series of 
~barbital and orbital tlightsC ~ 

! 
:Jmvolving theSL-8 booslcr a"' 6pacecr.o>tl s 

[_ _j With this progressron 
c Soviets should have been able to conduct full-scale 

pace tests using either the SL-IJ Proton booster or 

JSl-tG< . J 
-----be unnecccssary to these initial missions in any case. 

t----- A successful unmanned test prnbahlv ~vould lead to a 
manned test within one yea<. 
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Sovi~t Proposals To R~strain Shuttle Activitiu 

During tht! puiod 1978-84 the Soviet Union sought 
international legal restraints to limit US shu/1/e 
activities primarily because of its concern about the 
shu/lie's military potl!ntial, including its ability to 
maneuvl!r close to Soviet sattllitu and to serve as a 
weapons carrier or as a test plal/orm: 

• At the 1978-79 US-soviet ASAT calks. the Soviets 
insisted that a suspt!nsion of ASAT testing should 
apply to "any ml!ans" of damaging, destroying, or 
changing the trajectory of a space object. 

• ln 1979. in the UN Committee on th~ Peacd"ul Uses 
of Outer Space, the Soviets propostd developing 
rules for the first orbit of maneuvering spacecraft, 
when the system might pass through the airspace of 
another nation, and a ban on the ust a! a shullle 
system to umovl! objects a! another stau from 
outer space without permission. 

• ln August 1981./ollowing the maiden/light of the 
US shuttle, tht! Soviets proposed a multilateral 
treaty to ban the deployment of any weapons in 
outer space. lt specifically called for a ban on the 
use a! the shuttle for weapons deployment. 

• In August1983.following the US announcement in 
March of the Strall!gic D~ense Initiative. tht! Sovi
ets proposed a multilateral treaty to ban the usc or 

A number of factors may have reduced the space
plane's priority, and the first full-scale prototrpe
assuming Moscow is still committed to the program
may not be launched until the early 1990s. Two of the 
primary missions that a spaceplane could perform
real-time reconnaissance of critical targets and post· 
strike reconnaissance--have now been at least partial
ly fulfilled by the Sov~et near-real-time imaging satel
lite. Moreover, we judge that resource constraints 
played a role in any recent Soviet decision not to 
complete the shuttle and spaceplane programs simul
taneously. The shuttle and spaceplane probably would 
be developed by the same design bureau. The Soviets 
may have allocated available people initially to the 
shuttle in order to support ncar-term space station 

threat afforce to, in, and from space that would ban 
tht! testing or use a! the shuttle for military, 
including ASAT, purposu. 

• On 29 Junl! 1984. a Soviet Government statement 
on thl! militarization of space proposed that 
manned systl!mS of any kind be bannt!d from intro
ducing into space any kind a! wt!apon--convention
al, nuclt!ar, laser. particle beam, or any other. 

By early 1985 tht! United States and the Soviet Union 
reacht!d agreement to begin negotiations on nucltar 
and space issues, but when the talks opened in March 
the Soviet proposal did not contain provisions spec(fi
cally aimed at the shuttle. The Sovids undoubtedly 
viewed the US SDI program as the more serious 
threat, and thus directed their arms control proposals 
at banning weapons in space, not at the method of 

deploym~"'l J 
[ 

operations. Even if these trained personnel were avail
able, however, in light of current economic difficulties 
the Soviets may have chosen to complete the two 
costly P'"vr•m~ S£OUentially rather t~an simulta
neous! 

A Soviet decision to slow, or possibly even curtail, 
work on the spaceplane may also be related to Soviet 
efforts to delay US antisatellite programs and, more 
recently, the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). The 
negotiating record of the 1978-79 US-USSR ASAT 
talks and subsequent Soviet arms control proposals 
(see inset) indicate that Moscow is concerned about 
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the potential of the US STS to interfere with or 
destroy Soviet satellites and to deploy space-based 
weapons. The Soviets have sought to negotiate limits 
on military-related orbiter activities to ensure protec
tion from near-term US capabilities. Full-scale testing 
of a Soviet spaceplane would undermine these efforts 
as well as their campaign against SD.[_ -

Tmplications 

The Soviet space shuttle will provide new options for 
conducting space operations, but we judge that its key 
contribution will be to support the growing spa~ 
station program and to showcase Soviet technological 
progress. Current Soviet efforts to attract Western 
customers to the USSR's commercial launch and' 
space station programs also may be enhanced by the 
addition of the shuttle. In all likelihood, operational 
activities will begin after two or three successful test 

jlis:h!s- clarifying Soviet requirements for the shuttle. 

Rr,•rr.u Blank 15 

Progress on the spaceplane is less clear. The early 
research and data acquired from tests of the subscalc 
vehicle could reduce the lead time required to develop 
an operational spaceplane once a decision is made to 
proceed. The impending completion of the shuttle 
development pro~:ram also will free experienced de
sign and production specialists to work on a space
plane project or on other advanced aircrart at the 
Mikoyan Design Bureau. The spaccplanc's high de
velopment costs, however, combined with current 
attempts to inhibit US ASAT and SDI efforts, includ· 
ing a self-imposed moratorium against ASA T testing, 
will probably keep this program at a low level at least 
into the early 1990s. Should the Soviets proceed with 
this program, however, its capabilities to operate in 
and from space would present a potential threat to 
future US space operations in ncar-Earth or bitT" 



Appendix A 

Evolving Requirement for 
a Soviet Shuttle 

The Soviet manned space effort began in the early 
1960s, but much of the effort in the first decade was 
directed toward a manned lunar landing to compete 
with the US Apollo pro~:ram. The manned lunar 
missions were canceled in the mid-1970s, following 
the unsuccessful attempt to develop a Saturn-Y-class 
launch vehicle, the SL-X-15. This program failure set 
the Soviets back in many planned space ventures and 
undoubtedly was a major reason for the shift in 
emphasis to manned space stations in near-Earth 
orbit. The development of orbital stations has pro
gressed through several evolutionary sta~:es designed 
to reduce technological risk and to compensate for the 
lack' of a heavy-lift launch vehicle (see figure 7). ' 

First-generation Salyut stations had limited potential 
because the propellants and life-support systems were 
not renewable. All supplies were carried to the sta
tions in the Soyuz crew ferry vehicle. Initially the 
program consisted of separate scientific and military 
research stations. Salyut I and Salyut 4 were used 
primarily for scientific research, although they also 
conducted some military-related experiments. These 
cxpel',imcnts were conducted while the cosmonauts 
were aboard the station. In comparison, the military 
stations-Salyuts 3 and 5-<>perated largely autono
mously, with crews required only for periodic servic-

E' J 
The separate military and scientific space station 
programs were combined on the second-generation 
stations-Salyut 6 and Salyut ?-beginning in 1977. 
These stations also were equipped with an additional 
docking unit at the aft end, making it possible to 
automatically replenish e;{pendable resources through 
the use of unmanned Progress resupply vehicles. In 
1981 the Soviets assembled their first modular space 
station when Cosmos 1267, described by the Soviets 
as a new multipurpose space station module, was 
docked with Salyut 6. The multipurpose modules have 
been used as independent stations, as specialized 
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research modules for both the second- and third
generation stations, and, in a modified form, as a 
space tug to maneuver another module · 

Mir, the third-generation station launched in 1986, 
expanded the modular station concept with a new 
radial docking adapter that permits as many as seven 
spacecraft or modules to be docked simultaneously to 
the station. An astrophysics module, Kvant, was 
docked in 1987, and the Soviets have discussed several 
others, includine; a materials sciences module and a 
bioloe;ical and medical laboratory. All Soviet space 
stations and modules to date have been launched by 
the Proton launch vehicle, and crews and materials 
have been returned in variants of the basic Soyuz 
ferry vehicle. Future fourth-generation stations prob
ably will be launched by the new SL-X-17 launch 
vehicle and use the Soviet shuttle to supplement or 
replace existing crew ferry and resupply vehicles, 
particularly in the return of materials produced 
aboard the complex. 

The Soviets have followed a similar evolutionary path 
in conducting space-based materials-processing ex
periments. In addition to the experiments conducted 
aboard manned space stations, the Soviets also have 
launched short-duration, unmanned materials-re
search satellites. These experiments were used to 
define the most promising technological processes 
that, according to Soviet open statements, will culmi
nate in an orbital production facility. A dedicated Mir 
materials-processing module is scheduled for launch 
by the early 1990s and probably will begin the 
transitinn frcm basic research to pilot production. 

Early semiconductor production experiments conduct
ed aboard space stations reportedly demonstrated 
that, while crewmen are necessary for servicing long
term production processes, they also can be a "conta
minant" to that process. Space station vibration, 



resulting either from crew activities or from space
craft maneuvers, can have an adverse effect on some 
experiments. Because of this, the Mir technology 
module may not be permanently attached to the 
station but rather a "free flyer" visited periodically by 
cosmonauts in order to maintain a steady flow of 
materials to and from the module. 

The Soviet shuttle orbiter should provide a reliable 
means to return to Earth the volume of materials 
produced in these modules. It will be even more 
crucial if the Mir pilot production facility is further 
expanded on future fourth-generation stations. Al
though the orbiter appears to be capable of returning 
the entire module to Earth for refurbishment, it will 
be more cost effective to return materials in contain· 
ers that have been specifically configured to fit the 
orbiter's cargo bay. The shuttle's ability to make a 
relatively soft landing also will reduce the amount of 
packing materials required and therefore can increase 
the actual volume of materials returned on each 
missior 

According to recent reporting in the Soviet press, a 
number of Soviet scientists and space officials have 
been openly critical of this effort, contending that 

materials research has progressed too slowly and has 
not yet provided sufficient return to the economy. 
Other scientists, such as Oleg Gazenko, head of the 
Institute of Biological Problems in Moscow, claim 
that too much attention is focused on the manufacture 
of semiconductor materials at the expense of biologi
cal and medical research. Much of this criticism, 
althoue;h apparently valid, probably results from im
patience with the methodical Soviet approach and, 
perhaps, from a parochial view that ignores other 
research that also is being conducted aboard these 
stations. The dedicated Mir astrophysics, remote
sensing, biological research, and materials-processing 
modules will significantly expand the space available 
for experimentation and production. Thus, the pro
gramed expansion of Mir combined with the shuttle 
orbiter's ability to function as a space truck should 
alleviate much of the current criticism. 
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Figure 7 
Evolution of Soviet Space Shuttle 
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Appendix B 

Selected Facilities To Support 
Reusable Systems 
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